Abstract-We designed and built a collective robot swarm navigation platform, called Shinerbot, inspired by the emergent navigation behavior of the Golden Shiner Fish. Unlike traditional navigation robots that require location information, path-planning and communication between networked elements, each Shinerbot performs only two navigation operations. Each Shinerbot modulates its speed based on sensing of its environment at its current location. In addition, each Shinerbot moves towards neighboring Shinerbots. Both our Shinerbot speed and direction incorporate some randomness. As a swarm, our Shinerbots collectively navigate using minimal sensing and control.
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light intensity sensing, reflective ranges for neighbor proximity sensing and a microcontroller for processing. In addition, to make large-scale swarm operations tractable, we designed a swarm messaging system and a swarm charging plate.
We built 30 Shinerbots, each of size 40.6mm and of cost USD $20. This process includes drawing the circuit schematics, producing the PCB layouts, sending the PCB for fabrication, soldering the electronic components, writing custom software, programming the Shinerbots, calibration and testing. Following that, we experimentally demonstrated successful Shinerbot swarm navigation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In our investigation of collective intelligence, we are inspired by swarms in nature, such as a colony of ants, a flock of birds and a school of fish. These animal swarms achieve complex navigation performances despite each individual in the swarms performing only minimal sensing and control.
The Golden Shiner is a type of fish that schools and prefers dark areas [1] . Each Golden Shiner performs light intensity sensing at its current location and modulates its swimming speed: swimming fast in bright environments, swimming slow in dark environments. This allows the Golden Shiner to quickly swim out of bright areas while prolonging its time in dark areas. In addition, each Golden Shiner senses neighbors and swims towards neighbors. This sensing and movement strategy enables a school of Golden Shiners to collectively navigate to dark areas.
We designed and built a collective robot swarm navigation platform, called Shinerbot, inspired by the emergent navigation behaviour of the Golden Shiner Fish.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of related work on robot swarm navigation platforms. Section III describes our Shinerbot swarm navigation algorithm. Section IV describes our Shinerbot swarm navigation platform. Section V shows and discusses our experiment results. Through our experiment, we demonstrated successful Shinerbot swarm navigation. Finally, Section VI summarizes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK ON ROBOT SWARM NAVIGATION PLATFORMS
Existing robot swarm navigation platforms include MarXbot [3] , eSwarbot [4] , Pi-swarm [5] , e-Puck [6] , Khepera [7] , Jasmine [8] , Kilobot [9] and Droplet [10] . Their sizes and costs are summarized in Table I . [3] 17cm diameter eSwarbot [4] 12.6cm diameter Pi-swarm [5] 9cm diameter part cost of USD$100 e-Puck [6] 7cm diameter Khepera [7] 7cm diameter retail price of USD$272 Jasmine [8] 2.7cm cube part cost of USD$112 Kilobot [9] 33mm diameter retail price of USD$113 Droplet [10] part cost of USD$50 without the shell
The larger swarm navigation platforms cost most and use wheels and/or tracks for mobility. The smaller swarm navigation platforms, which include Kilobot and Droplet, cost less and use vibration motors for mobility. Our objective is to design our Shinerbot swarm navigation platform using a lower part cost, while achieving our collective navigation goals.
III. OUR SHINERBOT SWARM NAVIGATION ALGORITHM
We model the sensing and movement strategy of the Golden Shiner Fish as a random walk with an environment factor influencing speed and a social factor influencing direction. Thus, each Shinerbot performs the following dynamic update, as detailed in our prior work [2] .
where p i (t) is the position of Shinerbot i at time t anḋ p i (t) is the velocity update to be performed at time t. The velocity update is governed by an environment factor env(p i ) and a social factor soc(p i , {p j }j ∈ N i ). Both env(p i ) and soc(p i , {p j }j ∈ N i ) incorporates some randomness.
The environment factor is a function of the light intensity at p i . It enables convergence to an optimal. The social factor is a function of neighbor proximity at p i . It enables collective intelligence, expediting convergence. The random factor enables tolerance to noise and errors, allowing Shinerbots to escape from local optimals and converge to the global optimal.
A block diagram of our Shinerbot swarm navigation algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . 
IV. OUR SHINERBOT SWARM NAVIGATION PLATFORM
We designed and built each Shinerbot to have a compact form factor with a low part cost. The block diagram and schematics of our Shinerbot swarm navigation platform are shown in Fig. 2 .
The rest of this section is organized into subsections on mobility, sensing, swarm messaging and swarm charging.
A. Mobility
Shinerbot mobility is achieved using vibration motors [11] . By adding a H-bridge between the microcontroller and each vibration motor, we enabled smooth forward, reverse and rotational maneuvers.
B. Sensing
Shinerbot light intensity sensing is achieved through a photodiode sensitive to the visible spectrum.
Shinerbot directional proximity sensing of neighboring Shinerbots is achieved through one infrared (IR) transmitter and three IR receivers. The placement of the IR sensors and the IR beam pattern are shown in Fig. 3 .
An IR Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) provides a distance measurement. Fig. 4 shows the IR sensor geometry, RSSI measurements and distance estimation results. The following equations describe the relationship between RSSI measurements and distances:
where r is the distance between two neighboring Shinerbots, h is the height of a Shinerbot and θ is the angle between the signal path and the vertical. The coefficient k is a scaling factor selected for curve-fitting of RSSI measurements, as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . Using three distance measurements to a single neighbor, Shinerbots perform triangulation to obtain directional proximity to the neighbor. The equations for estimating the directional proximity are given as follows:
where x is the distance to a neighboring Shinerbot in the x-direction, y is the distance to a neighboring Shinerbot in the y-direction. The coordinate reference used is given in Fig. 5 . r A , r B , r C are distances from the IR transmitter (tx) to the IR receivers (rx A , rx B , rx C ). r D is the distance from tx to the midpoint between rx A and rx B . l 1 , l 2 , l 3 are geometrical lengths on the Shinerbot, labeled in Fig. 5 . 
C. Swarm Messaging
Large-scale swarm operations are made tractable through system messages. Shinerbots can be put into different states (reset, sleep, wake, run) via system messages that spread through neighbor-to-neighbor messaging, as shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 . Spreading of system messages from one Shinerbot, programmed using a computer, to the entire swarm.
These messages are modulated on the IR transmissions used for neighbor directional proximity sensing, using a simplified implementation of Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA), following Infrared Data Association (IrDA) wireless protocols [13] .
D. Swarm Charging
We designed a charging plate, with groove spacings calculated such that a randomly placed Shinerbot will have at least one leg on a positive voltage channel and one leg on a negative voltage channel. This charging plate can simultaneously charge up to 49 Shinerbots through their conducting legs.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We built each Shinerbot to have a compact form factor of 40.64 mm in diameter with a low part cost of USD $20, as shown in Fig. 7 . This process includes drawing the circuit schematics, producing the PCB layouts, sending the PCB for fabrication, soldering the electronic components, writing custom software, programming the Shinerbots, calibration and testing. Following that, we performed an experiment using 30 Shinerbots. Fig. 7 . Shinerbot: our bio-inspired collective robot swarm navigation platform.
We created the experiment environment using an overhead projector, projecting light down onto a white horizontal surface, termed the experiment platform. We initialized our experiment with Shinerbots placed in somewhat random positions on the experiment platform. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 8 , on the next page.
At time t = 0min, the Shinerbots were initialized in random locations. By time t = 3min, the Shinerbots have formed two clusters. At time t = 11min, the Shinerbots have successfully navigated to the dark area near the center of the experiment platform and the dark edge of the experiment platform. The lone Shinerbot in the middle ran out of power.
VI. CONCLUSION In summary, we designed and built a collective robot swarm navigation platform, called Shinerbot, inspired by the emergent navigation behavior of the Golden Shiner Fish. Our Shinerbots perform minimal sensing and control. As a swarm, our Shinerbots are able to achieve synergistic overall navigation performance with no data communication between swarm elements and no path planning. Using 30 Shinerbots, each of size 40.6mm and of cost USD $20, we experimentally demonstrated successful Shinerbot swarm navigation. t = 0 min t = 1 min t = 2 min t = 3 min t = 4 min t = 5 min t = 6 min t = 7 min t = 8 min t = 9 min t = 10 min t =11 min 
